DIGITAL WORK INSTRUCTIONS
FOR CONSISTENT PAPERLESS
PROCEDURES.
ONSIGHT FLOW HELPS YOU:
ELIMINATE PAPER. EMPOWER YOUR
WORKFORCE. IMPROVE YOUR OPERATION.
Onsight Flow helps you transform your paper-based
processes into digital work instructions. With Flow,
you can create, deploy, execute, and monitor work
instructions securely across your workforce.

The Onsight Flow app supports a broad range of
devices including enterprise-grade wearables,
smartphones, and tablets. As a part of the Onsight
Augmented Reality Service Platform, use Onsight
Connect to access remote expert guidance.

Your teams can rely on step-by-step instructions
or digital forms that include access to relevant
content, simplified data capture, and digital sign off
procedures. Flow automatically generates a digital
audit trail and dynamically adjusts work instructions
using conditional paths for safe, consistent operation
in the field.
The flexible job scheduler allows you to deploy
recurring or time-based jobs across individuals
or teams. With the powerful reporting dashboard,
you can analyze live data to identify areas for
improvement and monitor the status of jobs.

THE ONSIGHT FLOW DIFFERENCE INCLUDES:
CREATE STEP-BY-STEP
INSTRUCTIONS OR
DIGITAL FORMS
Transform existing
processes into fully
digital paperless
workflows. Create
guided step-bystep instructions or
compress job steps into
one seamless digital
form.

EXECUTE WHILE
CONNECTED OR OFFLINE
Perform work
instructions even in
challenging network
environments.
Simply download
jobs in advance
and execute jobs
offline. Automatically
upload data when a
connection is available.

IMPROVE PROCESSES
WITH DATA ANALYTICS
AND DASHBOARDS
Capture and analyze
critical asset data as
well as the date, time,
and geolocation for
each step to create
powerful dashboards.
Identify bottlenecks
and areas for
improvement.

REQUEST A LIVE DEMONSTRATION: CALL 1.800.849.5507 | +1.204.487.0612

BUILD INSTRUCTIONS
WITH THE DRAG-ANDDROP BUILDER
Quickly create,
adjust, and manage
detailed workflow
steps with advanced
functions such as
conditional paths. Use
easy drag-and-drop
functionality to create
customized digital
work instructions.
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KEY FEATURES
BUILT TO EMPOWER YOUR WORKERS AND PROCESSES.
	Create step-by-step instructions or digital forms
with the drag-and-drop builder
	Schedule, assign, and manage jobs for either
individuals or groups
	Download instructions to work in offline locations
Launch digital instructions with embedded 		
QR codes and deep links
Provide teams with access to relevant 			
documentation and assets
	Capture time, date, and geo-stamp work instruction
steps and content for future analytics
	Formalize digital signature for approvals and
escalation steps
	Capture digital signature for approvals
	Dynamically adjust instructions based on data entry
	Use external devices such as barcode scanners to
capture live data
	Engage with remote experts using Onsight Connect
	Build custom dashboards and reports for powerful
data analytics
Integrate your existing systems via open 		
APIs
Deploy app on a broad range of smart 			
devices and wearables

ONSIGHT FLOW SPECIFICATIONS
FLOW APP

	Android 5.0 or higher
	iOS 10 or higher

FLOW EDITOR

	Windows 7.0
	.NET 4.5 or above
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FLOW DASHBOARD

	Google Chrome (Preferred)
Microsoft Edge

	IE 11
Firefox

COMMUNICATIONS
	HTTPS 443

REQUEST A LIVE DEMONSTRATION: CALL 1.800.849.5507 | +1.204.487.0612
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